
Ground sheet (afb 1)
· Lay the ground sheet out, so that it is flat and tight. Knock the pegs in at a 45 degree angle (afb 1) Make sure you knock in the pegs in the
order shown in the diagram.

Front Door (afb 2)
· Place the correct pole (red) on either side of the door.
· Open up the zips and the buttons of the door and fold it back over the main tent
· When you’ve folded back the door, the holes either side of entrance will be visible
· Slide the blue pole through the loops over the doorway
· Slide the tops of the red poles through the holes at either end of the red poles and through the holes in the tent.
· Place the lower ends of the door poles into the correct feet. And place them inside the tent on the groundsheet.
· Fold the door and small front awning back over so they hang down correctly

Lifting door into position (afb 3)
· Lifting both the red poles, draw the front of the tent up. Using the awning guy ropes.
· Fix the awning guy ropes with pegs
· Attach the awning poles and, with the feet by the base of the door, lean the tops away from tent.

Main tent (afb 4)
· Take the main pole through the door into the main chamber of the tent, having removed one section to make the pole shorter (remove one of
the middle parts to prevent a tear in the groundsheet), this will make construction easier. Thread the top of pole through the hole in the
middle of the roof, placing the base into the correct attachment.
· Whilst the roof is lower, attach the bedroom curtains to the roof of the tent, using the built in ties (Zips and D-rings).
· Place the ‘Ring connector’ on the main pole between the roof and the bedroom curtains.

Interior frame (afb 5)
· Connect the two roof beam poles (yellow) to the connector ring after threading them through the loops in the roof.
· Insert the one section of the main pole which had been left out earlier.
· Connect the ends of the (yellow) roof poles to the top of the blue poles either side of the door.
· Place a rain cap on the main pole (outside) and loop a guy rope (storm line) over that (afb 5) and attach to the ground at the rear.

Stretching to shape (afb 6)
· With the storm line and the awning lines connected the tent should stand up, adjust the poles now to create the correct shape before
continuing.
· Peg out the main tent in the order shown in the diagram (afb 6), following the lines and slope from the roof of the tent
· Tighten the lines well.


